SUBMISSION TO THE DRAFT LONG TERM PLANS OF
WELLINGTON CITY COUNCIL
HUTT CITY COUNCIL
GREATER WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL AND THE
GREATER WELLINGTON REGIONAL LAND TRANSPORT PROGRAMME 2012-15
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Great Harbour Way Trust has studied each of the proposals in the draft Long Term Plans (LTP)
that impact the development of the Great Harbour Way, sought clarification from Council officers,
and provided comment on each planned activity. Following this analysis a number of
recommendations for changes to the LTP’s have been documented.
The GHW Trust has provided a single common response to all the draft plans reflecting the regional
or multiple-council nature of our interest.
The diagram below shows the approximate split of responsibility.

The GHW recommendations are as follows:
1. That all Councils, NZTA and GHW contribute to a joint working party to coordinate the
development of the Great Harbour Way. This working party should have representation
from the Transport, Infrastructure and Parks departments of the Councils. CentrePort,
Wellington Waterfront, and The Tenths Trust should also be invited to participate.
The working party would include the following in their work programme;
a. Providing an annual section by section status report of the GHW so as to monitor
and record progress.
b. Provide content input into annual plans for GHW development projects.
2. That a high level plan is prepared for the staged development of the GHW from Aotea Quay
to Petone. The lack of a coordinated multi agency plan at this time could lead to wasted
investment on some sections. The urgent requirement for immediate improvements and the
need for a quality solution must be addressed.
3. That a strong case is developed for the Ngauranga-Petone cycleway/walkway project to be
put to NZTA National Land Transport Plan that includes the transport and health benefits,
and the recreation and tourism potential.
4. That Hutt City Council sets the targets for the Eastern Bays walkway to be complete from
Seaview to Days Bay by 2016, and to Eastbourne by 2021
5. That Wellington City Council investigates both ‘transport’ and ‘parks’ based cycle and
walking tracks in the development of the GHW on the south coast.
6. That Wellington City Council includes periodic summer vehicle closures of the Shelly Bay –
Scorching Bay route to allow unimpeded cycling and walking events.
7. That all Councils include the GHW Brand in the signage and collateral associated with the
GHW.
8. That a regional shared space safety campaign be developed and promoted, particularly over
the summer periods.
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BACKGROUND
We live in a changing world where the predominance of the motor vehicle as the primary means of
personal travel is being questioned by many. The growing focus on sustainable living causes society
to review its transport paradigms. Around the world there is renewed interest in walking and cycling
as commuting and recreation options.
These active transport options contribute to public health, and widespread uptake will reduce the
need to invest in roading upgrades and vehicle parking.
The Land Transport Management Act recognises these future directions and requires future
transport investments to contribute to safety, public health, improved access and mobility and
environmental sustainability.
In this year’s draft Long Term Plans we learn of the intentions of our Councils to implement
measures generally over the next ten years and specifically over the next three years to achieve
these goals.
The Wellington Region has over the last 50 years invested in roading projects for its economic
development. To some extent this has been at the expense of cycling and walking infrastructure. For
example the walkway/cycleway between Petone and Horokiwi was taken to provide an extra lane
for State highway 2 in 1966.
The draft Long Term Plans should spell out how and when the Councils will reinvest in providing the
vital infrastructure that will not only allow but encourage a return to cycling and walking as common
means of transport for more and more citizens of our region.
Many cities around the world have invested in cycling and walking infrastructure in a way that has
changed the very essence of their environment for the better. Some notable examples are:

New Plymouth Coastal Walkway

The stand out project in New Zealand is New Plymouth’s coastal walkway. This success has been
recognised in a number of national and international awards, including the International Award for
Liveable Communities 2008. While this project had its primary funding from NZTA as a cycle route,
the quality of the design has not just satisfied cyclists (both recreational and commuter) but as well
as walkers prams/pushchairs, mobility scooters, joggers and skateboarders. This project changed the
face of New Plymouth for the better. The GHW Trust believes a similar outcome will be achieved
when Petone and Wellington are connected by a dedicated sea-side cycleway/walkway.

THE GREAT HARBOUR WAY -TE ARANUI O PONEKE
The Great Harbour Way – Te Aranui o Poneke Trust (GHW) is a citizen’s initiative with a very simple
aim, to promote a walkway and cycleway around Te Whanganui-a-tara, the harbour surrounded by
Wellington and Hutt cities.
The goal is that there will be a continuous, safe, signposted walkway and cycleway around the
whole perimeter of Te Whanganui-a-Tara, Wellington Harbour, from Fitzroy Bay in the east to
Sinclair Head in the west. Few, if any, opportunities exist elsewhere in the world to safely walk or
cycle the entire coastline of a major city harbour, continually touching the water’s edge, with such
diversity of scenery.

In 2009 the Trust commissioned a report from Boffa Miskell Consultants on the issues and
opportunities connected with the project. The report can be accessed on our Website
www.greatharbourway.org.nz .

That report sets out the goals and a detailed section by section analysis with recommendations on
how to move from the current situation to the preferred outcome. This is a high quality document
which will guide our programme for many years to come.

OVERVIEW
To prepare this submission we have analysed the draft plans of all the Councils listed above and
compared them against the GHW objectives. We have provided detailed comment on each of the
cycling/walking initiatives that relate to the GHW and added additional recommendations for
inclusion in the final adopted plan.
Generally, we are pleased to see that there are specific plans to roll out some selected sectional
improvements, but we have concerns about fragmented development, timeliness and major gaps in
planning.

Our response to the draft Long Term Plans is as follows:

HUTT CITY
RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS
York Bay
Hutt City Council has undertaken a programme of works on the Eastern Walkway section of the
GHW in York Bay. The cycleway/walkway is 3 metres wide with a quality surface and appropriate
separation from vehicular traffic.

The GHW trustees congratulate Hutt City on getting this done, and we consider this to be a good
solution given the constraints of this section of the coast. We have consulted with a range of
affected parties and this solution meets the requirements of recreational, commuter cyclists and
walkers. As soon as each section is finished the comparison with the remaining unimproved road
each is stark and creates a strong rationale for continued and accelerated investment.

Port Rd
The sealing of a part of the trail along Port Rd is also welcomed, as is the provision of tables and
seating. This work meets the majority of the GHW goals.

Hutt Rd Connector
Providing safe off-road connections to other cycling and walking tracks is a part of our vision. The
underpass and bridge that connects the GHW with the Hutt Rd Walkway is again welcomed.

Overall, Hutt City has embraced our vision and undertaken meaningful projects to a high standard.
Planned developments
We note that further development of the Eastern Bays walkway is planned with $490k earmarked
for extending the cycleway/walkway through York Bay and then (presumably) annual additions each
year following until complete.
We also note that there is a general sum (around $350k) repeating annually for cycleway
development and we assume that a portion of this will be applied to completing the Port Rd section
and other minor improvements on the GHW.
GHW Response









The Eastern Bays walkway developments are supported. However the fragmented nature of
this development will restrict up take and therefore diminish the anticipated overall
benefits.
No specific target date has been established. thereby making it easier for HCC to defer and
keep deferring completion. (e.g. The Eastern Bays walkway will be complete from Seaview to
Days Bay by 2016, and to Eastbourne by 2021)
The Eastern Bays walkway is a major community asset and will have a very long life. (In
excess of 100 years) This is the kind of community asset that justifies intergenerational
funding. In other words borrowing to advance the development of the walkway/cycleway is
supported.
The cycle signage is of a good standard, and we like the inclusion of destinations.
Hutt City has provided good cycle signage particularly where specific destinations are
identified. GHW would encourage Hutt City to include the GHW brand whenever signage is
being considered.

WELLINGTON CITY
RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS
Queens Wharf to Shelly Bay
Stage 1 of the GHW was launched with a mayoral ride in November 2010. To enable this, parking in
Balena Bay was prohibited and a number of technical improvements to surfaces and crossings were
made. Unfortunately there are still problems with people parking in the bike lane. This may be
improved with the green surface and cycleway markings.

The GHW Trust provided a permanent seat at Shelly Bay.

Waterloo Quay cycle/walkway has been constructed linking the city with Aotea Quay. This glass and
steel structure is as close as possible to the sea around the working port, and meets our
expectations. However this is only a small portion of the pathway and until connected provides little
realisation of the GHW vision.

Planned developments
Wellington City Council has provided for the investigation of two sections of the GHW, Ngauranga to
Aotea Quay investigation in 2012-13 and the Lyall Bay to Owhiro Bay investigation 2013-14.
Construction is provided for at the rate of $500k per annum from 2016-17 and increasing to $1.0M
in 2018-19.
GHW Response
GHW is pleased that investigation of these important sections of the GHW will take place in the
immediate future, but disappointed that no new work can be anticipated for at least three years.
More worrying is the lack of any coordinated planning or other resource allocation for Ngauranga to
Wellington to coincide with the completion of the Petone Ngauranga section in 2016-17. If this work
is completed as planned, the anticipated increased bicycle traffic will feed onto the Hutt Rd and
Thorndon Quay, both of which are already stretched for cycle/walking capacity. This should be
considered as an urgent matter. We strongly urge the council to consider bringing forward
expenditure on these physical improvements, and promote the provision of GHW branded signage
on currently accessible sections of the pathway.
The GHW Trust is keen to promote use of the GHW with events such as a Cuba to Cuba (linking the
commonly named streets in Wellington and Petone) with a fun ride and walking event.

GREATER WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL
Recent Achievements
The Regional Cycling and Walking Strategies were adopted by the Regional Transport Committee in
2008. The Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan was adopted in 2010 as was the Hutt Corridor Plan
2011. All these plans support the development of the Great Harbour Way
Greater Wellington has supported a number of cycle safety and shared space courtesy campaigns
including ‘mind the gap’ and ‘cruise the waterfront’
Planned developments
Greater Wellington Regional Council (GW) has a stated aim of supporting the development of the
Great Harbour Way, (www.gw.govt.nz/Regional-cycling-plan) but has not included any specific
initiatives or actions in the draft long term plan to facilitate this.
GHW Response
The GW policy documents referred above include the following provisions:





Influence central government policy
Seek adequate funding
Improve driver and cyclist awareness
Support the development of the Great Harbour Way – Te Aranui o Poneke

The lack of any planned initiatives in these areas is of concern.
The leadership role that GW took with the Active Transport Forum seems to have reduced
significantly. In our analysis of the individual council plans there seems to be a lack of
coordination. Is this coordination GW’s role?
We note that coordination of regional decision making in local government is an issue of current
concern and some form of change is expected. Whatever form this takes, we wish to emphasise that
for projects such as the GHW there is an immediate need for greater engagement and coordination.
Across the region the development of cycleway and walkways will involve shared spaces. In NZ we
do not have a well developed courtesy culture for shared space use compared to other countries.
The efforts of GW with the ‘Mind the Gap’ campaign and Wellington Waterfront’s ‘Shared Space
Courtesy Campaign’ are welcomed but assessed as insufficient, and not likely to have a major
impact. The campaign needs to be widened and strengthened. This could also be the role of GW, or
perhaps a national campaign.

NZTA
Recent Achievements
The Hutt Corridor Plan was adopted in October 2011 with acceptance of the GHW concept, and
specific planning to upgrade the Ngauranga-Petone cycleway/walkway.

Planned developments
The Ngauranga-Petone cycleway is planned for investigation, design and construction by 2015-16.
This is consistent with the Hutt Corridor plan.

GHW Response
Successfully resolving the Aotea Quay to Petone section will be the tipping point in maximising the
benefits of the GHW. In many ways, this is the most critical part of The Great Harbour Way,
separating as it does the two cities, and providing only high risk access options to pedestrians and
cyclists seeking to move between the two.
The GHW Trust believes that the best long term outcome will be for a complete seaward side
cycleway/walkway from Petone to Ngauranga rather than a bridge at Horokiwi and upgrade of the
existing track. GHW would support all efforts to adjust the proposed project route to achieve this.
The background documents for this project derived a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of over 3. The GHW
Trust believes this calculation understates the true BCR to the community, as the particular
calculation does not include any tourism benefit or safety benefit. It is really a matter of chance that

a low accident rate occurred in the study period. One death or serious injury accident would have
increased the BCR significantly.
Further the BCR calculation underestimates the potential increase in cyclists. The Portland survey on
public attitudes to cycling extract below, points to a much larger latent user group.

Petone to Ngauranga is only used by the ‘strong and fearless.’ The development of an off-road track
will have a substantial impact upon numbers if the Portland experience is repeated here.
The technical development of electric assist (battery) cycles which increase the range and capability
of cyclists to travel further or more comfortably on hills or into wind will further increase the pool of
potential cyclists. World trends show that electric assist cycles will grow rapidly over the next ten
years as battery capacity improves and the industry matures. This impact has not been accounted
for in the BCR calculation, but the ride distance and climatic conditions on the Petone to Wellington
stretch are most suited to this development and the growth in numbers could be quite significant.
It is worthy of note that Positively Wellington Tourism is spearheading a bid to have a Wellington to
Wairarapa Great Ride included in the New Zealand Cycleway, and this section of the GHW will allow
the connection through to Wellington City. The tourism potential is significant, and of clear
economic benefit.
It is of concern that there is no proposal in the Regional Land Transport ten year plan to investigate a
seaward side track from Ngauranga to Aotea Quay. The completion of this section would alleviate
the safety issues on the Old Hutt Rd and Thorndon Quay, and avoid needless expense in providing
rail crossings and other safety improvements on existing streets. The multiple factors in support of a
quality seaward path need to be fully recognised and incorporated in planning without delay.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The GHW Trust makes the following recommendations:
The recommendations are as follows:
1. That all Councils, NZTA and GHW contribute to a joint working party to coordinate the
development of the Great Harbour Way. This working party should have representation
from the Transport, Infrastructure and Parks departments of the Councils. CentrePort,
Wellington Waterfront, and The Tenths Trust should also be invited to participate.
The working party would include the following in their work programme;
a. Providing an annual section by section status report of the GHW so as to monitor
and record progress.
b. Provide content input into annual plans for GHW development projects
2. That a high level plan is prepared for the staged development of the GHW from Aotea Quay
to Petone. The lack of a coordinated multi agency plan at this time could lead to wasted
investment on some sections. The urgent requirement for immediate improvements and the
need for a quality solution must be addressed.
3. That a strong case is developed for the Ngauranga-Petone cycleway/walkway project to be
put to NZTA National Land Transport Plan that includes the transport and health benefits,
and the recreation and tourism potential.
4. That Hutt City Council sets the targets for the Eastern Bays walkway to be complete from
Seaview to Days Bay by 2016, and to Eastbourne by 2021.
5. That Wellington City Council investigates both ‘transport’ and ‘parks’ based cycle and
walking tracks in the development of the GHW on the south coast.
6. That Wellington City Council includes periodic summer vehicle closures of the Shelly Bay –
Scorching Bay route to allow unimpeded cycling and walking events.
7. That all Councils include the GHW Brand in the signage and collateral associated with the
GHW.
8. That a regional shared space safety campaign be developed and promoted, particularly over
the summer periods.

The Great Harbour Way Trust is prepared to play its part in this development. We see our first role
as advocacy followed by supporting developments with the ‘nice to haves’:





Seats and rest/viewing points
Interpretation
Water points
Promotion of events
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